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You may have wondered why all gagamatch.com “looking for eternal love” females are like models. 
Well, 95% of them are real models. Pictures are taken from catalogs and their private archives and CV 
directories from several model agencies. Some Profiles were just stolen from other dating sites and 
same photos are circulating on many sites. However, the basic mistake is that profile is the same BUT 
people behind are different – rookie mistake. I’m allowed to mention one website – 
www.prettygirl2u.com. Other model sites didn’t allow me to inform their website address. They 
prepare to sue GAGAMATCH after they realized how their models were used for illegal activities. Don’t 
worry, they are not suing YOU – but those who are keeping GAGAMATCH and profiting from it. 
 
Once you’ve finished reading this small PDF file about GAGAMATCH. You’ll realize how well your 
“cockbrains” are working. Stupid enough to think those “models “ are real and they have time to chat 
with you. Time to raise your head out from your arse.  Here we go… 
 
I did my research after I found similar typo errors and script like based questions and exactly in same 
order from several women. It looked indeed like it all was scripted – machine or human? That was my 
next step to find out. Text content is pretty much the same with 100 different opening sentences to 
gaga male users. It looks like it is fully automated with java/macro combination. I was later confirmed 
that it’s NOT java/macro based but indeed, human made. They follow simple day/month scheme to 
send new line to new or old users. You will not notice it because the chance to get same message 
twice is small. I will tell later how their employee and pricing table goes. 
 
 
GAGAMATCH – Match in heaven or hell?  
 
No, its match with smart fraud and way they cash money in. Mostly Western and Arabic men looking 
for Chinese/Asian love are totally screwed from day one. You pay for non-exist “real gifts”. Bear, 
chocolate and flowers. Sounds wonderful – right? Once you have paid it, gagamatch.com will inform 
you about the delivery – usually in 2-3 days after you bought a gift. They may confirm it already next 
day – telling you it was delivered. Of course a happy woman – your chatting partner, will reply you 
how beautiful the flowers were. Nice, ha – you got what you wanted. Flowers were delivered. You 
ordered pink roses but ask from her, “How you feel now – beautiful RED ROSES what I gave you 
presents my blood and eternal love to you.” Keep your story about red roses. Soon you will find out 
that she indeed got RED ROSES instead of pink what you ordered? Why? Because she never got any 
roses – BUSTED. Money well wasted for nothing. 
 
GAGAMATCH.COM has employees – promoters on their site. They are offered to work from early 
mornings to late evening or just like regular work day. They usually tell to customers – they are at 
work and using computer only there. One woman normally handle 1-6 gaga male customers. Super 
pros with lots of moon and sun signs are doing it literally 24H in a day. More they do more chance 
they have to earn big $. New gaga employees usually are advised to open their own profile + 1-2 fake 
profiles. They have tons of profiles ready and employee can even choose the one that matches to her 
own “fantasy world”.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.prettygirl2u.com/


How GAGAMATCH earn money? 
 
Easy way – users are buying gold after you got juicy email from the most beautiful woman in the 
world telling you sweet words. You need gold to reply – or get subscription; anyways you need to buy 
“gold”. Your imagination starts to fly and you need to get more. It’s basic human psychology. That’s 
how we do things. We think with cock – not with brains, those women are just too beautiful. They are 
cashing in easily and even by accident made by you. Translation service is set to default in their email 
system. How often you just press send and gold was charged from your account. Gold - which you 
purchased with real money. That was the easiest part for them to cash in. 
 
Another way to lose gold is to give it to “women” who beg it because they cannot email to you 
because gold is end and “they don’t understand English”. They need it to be translated. Smart, ha? 
Well, if you use google translator or any other OFF gagamatch online translators. They tell you they 
don’t understand it. Translation is not good. They will tell you to use gagamatch translator – of course 
– they earn from it too. Now who’s smart. 
 
Making money after this is far more sophisticated and it needs flirting power of those employees who 
are able to keep unsuspected customer in their grip. Talks are going deeper, smoothly and lots of 
questions are asked and answered. They have been doing it with hundreds of men, top employees 
even in four numbers. Yes, not all are women, there are men too . They start to ask for gifts, some 
even after few hours of chatting. I am talking about REAL gifts – not those “send for free” graphic gifts. 
They are pretending to get angry or sad that you are not taking care of “her” emotional feelings. Of 
course your cock thinks again that “GOD, I have to give some flowers”. This move happens so quick 
and “women” start to tell you their wishes what they want – sure they know their products and what 
makes them more money. Delivered to someone? OF COURSE NOT. 
 
GAGAMATCH.COM employee is getting percentage from each sale they do. New employees are 
getting 10% of all income from flowers, bears and chocolates. Those who have been longer with their 
team are getting 20%. Leading people among gaga, managers who are orchestrating this all are 
giving 30% to their favorite female employees who are going out with them and possibly request 
other personal services. It’s dirty business from the beginning ‘til end. 
 
 
How to find fake profiles and users – here’s quick crash manual. 
 

                   
Name was written with computer editing software – BUSTED. Profile name “JIAMEI” is a fake. You can send us your “photo proof” 

which we examine if it real or not.(email: fake.finders@ymail.com). It’s FREE. 
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Ask photo from her with paper in her hands with your name on it. Simple proof. You just tell them that 
you’ve met so many fake people and you want to be sure. If you get lots of resistance, telling no 
camera etc. you already know she’s fake. Of course the first thing they say they feel “sad”, “offended”, 
“hurt” that you think they are fake and “love we shared wasn’t real, because you ask such things”. Of 
course you start to think you made a wrong decision and you start to feel unease. They will not even 
try to get photo because she’s someone else. Try it – you will start to use your brains instead of cock. 
 
GAGAMATCH is openly hiring people in China to promote their dating site with “Good and 
respectable income – full or part time”. 
 
GAGAMATCH is using GODADDY.COM servers (US Business) and PAYPAL (owned by eBay, US 
Business) in their fraudulent dating site. This business can be put “out of business” whenever we want 
to. Collecting list of people and users of that scam and sending it to USA makes a difference. If you 
want to live in clouds and think with your dick and love GAGAMATCH – go ahead.  
 
I don’t want to sound smart ass in this case but I am sick’n’tired of this kind of crap what comes up 
from China every month. If you want to join to crack down these people – welcome. You can always 
give this PDF file to GAGAMATCH male users and let them know about it. You can email us always at 
fake.finders@ymail.com .  
 
You may wonder how we got this information. Former GAGAMATCH employee suddenly found her 
heart to tell the truth. She resigned and told the truth what she did and what GAGAMATCH is doing. 
 
 

CYCLE THIS AND LET ALL KNOW ABOUT IT 
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